The second annual Lab Olympics were held on April 27th featuring the various Psychology Department labs. Everyone had a great time laughing, socializing, and competing against each other in the events. Since Dr. Dahling’s team won in the 2011 Lab Olympics, his lab, the Organizational Psychology lab, was in charge of planning this year’s Olympics.
One of the featured events was a potato sack race! Teams climbed into potato sacks and hopped across the finish line.

Students also competed in a game of Psychology charades, where each team had to act out different psychological terms to their teammates.
Teams competed in a balloon toss, hurling balloons back and forth and risking a water balloon explosion. Dr. Wiley and Dr. Borders won the toss.
Competitors abandoned their sense of sight to compete in the blindfolded egg hunt. Each person had to be aided by a teammate as they searched out an egg.

The Psychology Trivia challenged the participants' minds as they brainstormed answers together.
Results:

Dr. Martinetti’s Alcohol Lab: Best Team Uniform and Third Overall

Dr. Crawford’s Attitude and Social Cognition Lab: Best Flag

Dr. Hughe’s PaDLab: Cutest Lab

Jesse Taylor: Best Dive in Sack Race

Dr. Chung’s REACH Lab: 2nd place overall, Best Mascot, Excellent Team Spirit

Dr. Leynes’s ERP Lab: Most Competitive Lab
In the end, the SCCI Lab came out on top, winning the 2012 Lab Olympics! Congratulations SCCI Lab! They have won the honor of putting together the 2013 Lab Olympics!

The SCCI Lab participants were (not in order): Dr. Wiley, Delysha Lawrence, Matt Hernandez, Jessica Young, Rosanna Percontino, Sadia Tahir, Shannon Stone, Elizabeth Lefkowich, Jessica Figueroa, Ben Jones and Natalia Seryakova
Participating Labs:

**MISC Lab**: Dr. Grimm, Emily Braham, Kristin Martin, Kristen Duke, Jesse Taylor, Danny Carlin, Erin Haughee, Sophie Kay, and Chris Kurzum.

**PaDLab**: Leah Cohen, Izabela Milaniak, Kim Feliciano, Trista Chiu, Kirstin Krieger, Lindsay O’Leary, and Dr. Hughes.

**RRR Lab**: Dr. Feiring, Izzy Milaniak, Trista Chiu, Jess Spayd, Gretchen Conway, Sully Soto, Chris Lombardi, Lizzy Finke, Erica Keselman, Caroline Kehoe

**SCCI Lab**: Dr. Wiley, Delysha Lawrence, Matt Hernandez, Jessica Young, Rosanna Percontino, Sadia Tahir, Shannon Stone, Elizabeth Lefkowich, Jessica Figueroa

**COP Lab**: Dr. Borders, Bhavini Prajapati, David Joshua Rothman, Lillian H Alexander, Rolanda Raymond, Andrew Kiselica, Christina Hobson, John Schafhauser, Brienne Jennings (alumn), Luis Guillen (alumn), Jaclyn Reich (alumn)

**Alcohol Lab**: Brooke Beck, Hanna Berman, Maegan Boutot, Sarah Briguglio, Kristen Comerford, Kristina Esopo, Erin Haughee, Tyler Hendrickson, Nikki Pineda

**Attitudes and Social Cognition**: Jane Pilanski, Heather Erny, Sean Modri, Nick Wance, Eneda Xhambazi, Amy Sachs

**ERP Lab**: Zachary Schluger, Elizabeth Taranto, John Cherney, Ruhi Srinivasan, Jonathan Daniels, Sean Sussman, Anjani Singh, Rebecca Ruiz, Darryl Levy (alumn), Alexa Bolognese, Liz Blaskovich, Corinne Fircak, Emma Shaw, Kevin Zish (alumn), Abbie Vachon (alumn), Danny Carlin (not pictured)
Participating Labs, Continued:

**REACH Lab**: Dr. Chung, Samantha Chu, Stephany Sakharny, Deanna Devlin, Lisa LoCascio, Briana Luppino

**Organizational Psychology Lab**: Dr. Dahling, Dana Morton, Chris Ruppel, Bobby Melloy, Stephanie Wallace, Taylor Lauricella, Monika Drozd, Amber Loihle, Zach Fishman, Jill Gaetano, Emily Nixon, Nina Balicusto

**Emotion Lab**: Dr. Kim-Prieto, Catherine Jung, Erika Mohrmann, Amanda Murphy